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to quickly find products that are perfect for you by choosing features and specifications go to
filter product specifications reference psref is a marketing deliverable revealing comprehensive
information about the features and technical specifications of lenovo products it s used as the
primary tool to differentiate the configurations in models of current and withdrawn lenovo
products introduce ideapad slim 5 14irl8 technical specifications including hardware
configurations and relevant features lenovo companion 3 0 lenovo id lenovo settings mcafee
livesafe 30 day trial microsoft office 365 30 day trial limited warranty 1 year depot repair
service environment epeat silver energy star 6 1 rohs compliant lenovo flex 5 15 platform
specifications 1570 product specifications reference psref lenovo lenovo thinkcolour supports
windows 10 11 mac os and windows on arm functions vary across systems lenovo accessories and
display manager is formerly lenovo display control center factory calibration avg delta e 2 for
optimal performance ensure your compatible charger delivers between a minimum of 10 watts required
by the product and a maximum of 15 watts to achieve the fastest charging speed the lenovo 68w usb
c wall charger is recommended for this product however other compatible usb pd chargers can also
be used keyboard 6 row spill resistant multimedia fn keys led backlight ultranav trackpoint
pointing device and buttonless mylar surface multi touch touchpad display some 14 0 355mm fhd
1920x1080 anti glare led backlight ips 250 nits 16 9 aspect ratio 600 1 contrast ratio 160 viewing
angle monitor support supports up to 4 independent displays native display and 3 external monitors
via hdmi and usb c hdmi supports up to 7680x4320 60hz usb c supports up to 5120x3200 60hz monitor
support supports up to 4 independent displays native display and 3 external monitors via hdmi and
usb c more external displays can be supported via docking or daisy chain hdmi supports up to
3840x2160 60hz usb c supports up to 5120x2880 60hz thinkpad l430 product specifications reference
psref mainstream business performance two spindles intel core i3 2328m processor 2 cores 2 20ghz
3mb cache intel hd graphics 3000 pc specifications refer to the detailed technical information
about a personal computer including its hardware components operating system and other relevant
details these specifications determine the capabilities and performance of a pc the lenovo
thinkpad x1 carbon gen 11 is the best business laptop overall so naturally it is the best lenovo
business laptop add 14 hours of battery life to a thin light and durable chassis a greetings from
the intel team thank you for your question yes based on the product specifications reference psref
the lenovo legion 7i model 83fd0015us comes with 1x usb c thunderbolt 4 usb4 40gbps and has a
display with an anti glare surface go to psref lenovo com product specifications reference enter
the product name or system machine type machine number product number then search or go to select
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menu on the left panel click lenovo products then navigate to the specific product model the
specification table will be listed the m series of desktops are part of lenovo s thinkcentre
product line formerly an ibm brand lenovo acquired the thinkcentre desktop brand following its
purchase of ibm s personal computing division pcd in 2005 following its acquisition of ibm s pcd
lenovo has released m series desktops in multiple form factors ranging from traditional lenovo
thinkstation p360 ultra specifications the lenovo thinkstation p360 ultra is a mini workstation
that doesn t act like one despite a small four liter chassis it features up to an intel k series
processor 128gb of ddr5 memory two pcie gen4 storage drives and most importantly a replaceable
graphics card up to the nvidia rtx a5000 go to psref lenovo com product specifications reference
enter the product name or system machine type machine number product number then search or go to
select menu on the left panel click lenovo products then navigate to the specific product model
the specification table will be listed restart your laptop and press the specific key such as f2
f10 or del as indicated during the startup process to enter the bios once in the bios navigate to
the system information section to find the model number 4 check the system settings on certain
lenovo laptops you can find the model number within the system settings of the lenovo usb c dual
display travel dock will be available starting march 2024 with an expected starting price of 109
99 lenovo wireless voip headset will be available starting april 2024 with an expected starting
price of 99 99 visit lenovo s ces 2024 press kit on storyhub for product images and more details
product specifications product specifications reference psref is a marketing deliverable revealing
comprehensive information about the features and technical specifications of lenovo products it s
used as the primary tool to differentiate the configurations in models of current and withdrawn
lenovo products



product specifications reference psref May 19 2024

to quickly find products that are perfect for you by choosing features and specifications go to
filter

psref product search Apr 18 2024

product specifications reference psref is a marketing deliverable revealing comprehensive
information about the features and technical specifications of lenovo products it s used as the
primary tool to differentiate the configurations in models of current and withdrawn lenovo
products

product specifications reference psref lenovo support Mar 17 2024

introduce ideapad slim 5 14irl8 technical specifications including hardware configurations and
relevant features

lenovo flex 5 15 platform specifications 1570 Feb 16 2024

lenovo companion 3 0 lenovo id lenovo settings mcafee livesafe 30 day trial microsoft office 365
30 day trial limited warranty 1 year depot repair service environment epeat silver energy star 6 1
rohs compliant lenovo flex 5 15 platform specifications 1570 product specifications reference
psref lenovo

overview product specifications reference psref Jan 15 2024

lenovo thinkcolour supports windows 10 11 mac os and windows on arm functions vary across systems
lenovo accessories and display manager is formerly lenovo display control center factory
calibration avg delta e 2

overview psref Dec 14 2023

for optimal performance ensure your compatible charger delivers between a minimum of 10 watts
required by the product and a maximum of 15 watts to achieve the fastest charging speed the lenovo
68w usb c wall charger is recommended for this product however other compatible usb pd chargers



can also be used

thinkpad t470p platform specifications psref Nov 13 2023

keyboard 6 row spill resistant multimedia fn keys led backlight ultranav trackpoint pointing
device and buttonless mylar surface multi touch touchpad display some 14 0 355mm fhd 1920x1080
anti glare led backlight ips 250 nits 16 9 aspect ratio 600 1 contrast ratio 160 viewing angle

overview lenovo Oct 12 2023

monitor support supports up to 4 independent displays native display and 3 external monitors via
hdmi and usb c hdmi supports up to 7680x4320 60hz usb c supports up to 5120x3200 60hz

overview lenovo Sep 11 2023

monitor support supports up to 4 independent displays native display and 3 external monitors via
hdmi and usb c more external displays can be supported via docking or daisy chain hdmi supports up
to 3840x2160 60hz usb c supports up to 5120x2880 60hz

product specifications reference lenovo thinkpad notebooks Aug 10
2023

thinkpad l430 product specifications reference psref mainstream business performance two spindles
intel core i3 2328m processor 2 cores 2 20ghz 3mb cache intel hd graphics 3000

make the right choice explore pc specifications lenovo us Jul 09
2023

pc specifications refer to the detailed technical information about a personal computer including
its hardware components operating system and other relevant details these specifications determine
the capabilities and performance of a pc



best lenovo laptops in 2024 laptop mag Jun 08 2023

the lenovo thinkpad x1 carbon gen 11 is the best business laptop overall so naturally it is the
best lenovo business laptop add 14 hours of battery life to a thin light and durable chassis

lenovo legion 7i 16 gaming laptop wqxga intel 14th gen May 07
2023

a greetings from the intel team thank you for your question yes based on the product
specifications reference psref the lenovo legion 7i model 83fd0015us comes with 1x usb c
thunderbolt 4 usb4 40gbps and has a display with an anti glare surface

how to check your product or model specification in the Apr 06
2023

go to psref lenovo com product specifications reference enter the product name or system machine
type machine number product number then search or go to select menu on the left panel click lenovo
products then navigate to the specific product model the specification table will be listed

thinkcentre m series wikipedia Mar 05 2023

the m series of desktops are part of lenovo s thinkcentre product line formerly an ibm brand
lenovo acquired the thinkcentre desktop brand following its purchase of ibm s personal computing
division pcd in 2005 following its acquisition of ibm s pcd lenovo has released m series desktops
in multiple form factors ranging from traditional

lenovo thinkstation p360 ultra mini workstation announced Feb 04
2023

lenovo thinkstation p360 ultra specifications the lenovo thinkstation p360 ultra is a mini
workstation that doesn t act like one despite a small four liter chassis it features up to an
intel k series processor 128gb of ddr5 memory two pcie gen4 storage drives and most importantly a
replaceable graphics card up to the nvidia rtx a5000



how to check your product or model specification in the Jan 03
2023

go to psref lenovo com product specifications reference enter the product name or system machine
type machine number product number then search or go to select menu on the left panel click lenovo
products then navigate to the specific product model the specification table will be listed

what is the model of my lenovo laptop epn Dec 02 2022

restart your laptop and press the specific key such as f2 f10 or del as indicated during the
startup process to enter the bios once in the bios navigate to the system information section to
find the model number 4 check the system settings on certain lenovo laptops you can find the model
number within the system settings of the

lenovo unlocks new ai pc experiences with thinkpad and Nov 01
2022

lenovo usb c dual display travel dock will be available starting march 2024 with an expected
starting price of 109 99 lenovo wireless voip headset will be available starting april 2024 with
an expected starting price of 99 99 visit lenovo s ces 2024 press kit on storyhub for product
images and more details product specifications

psref general product compare Sep 30 2022

product specifications reference psref is a marketing deliverable revealing comprehensive
information about the features and technical specifications of lenovo products it s used as the
primary tool to differentiate the configurations in models of current and withdrawn lenovo
products
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